
Practice Biopsy  Book Study Club 
Learning Awesome Things, to Become more 

Awesome….  
 
The Greeks 

 
Regardless of historical accounts or simple myth, the stories of Greek 
Mythology/History have had a long standing influence on Western thought 
and strategic thought in Western culture for hundreds of years.  
 
Homer, the author of The Odyssey and The Iliad, established the qualities of 
bie (strength) and metis (cunning) in his characters. Often a character was a 
representation of one or the other as an archetype; almost with a dynamic of 
polarity.  
 
Odysseus is the model for cunning, where Achielles is the model for 

strength. “Odysseus exhibited an agile and expedient intelligence. He could evaluate situations 
quickly, think ahead, and stay sharply focused on the ultimate goal EVEN when caught in ambiguous 
and uncertain situations.”  

Cunning Odysseus Model: 
-more concerned with success than glory 
-indirect and psychological in methods 
-seeking to confuse, disorient, and outwit opponents 
-would come to suffer from the ‘Challenge of the Known Deceiver’  

His greatest and most notable win was the Trojan Horse 
/Trojan War attack. 
 
Achilles (the main character of the Iliad) was the embodiment 
of physical strength and prowess. “I hate like the gates of 
Hades, the man who says one thing and hides another inside 
him.” Achilles was a mighty war champion and almost had 
victory in the bag; and was killed by an arrow to the heel. 
“Achilles’s heel served as a reminder that even the strongest 
have their points of weakness which, if found, can be used to 

bring them down.” 
 
“Whereas strength could be defeated by superior strength, metis could defeat all strength.” 
 



 
Thucydides 
 
Thucydides was a great historian of the Peloponnesian War. The war between Sparta (Peloponnesian 
League alliance - Led by Pericles) and Athens (Delian League alliance).  In this war, Sparta was the 
clear victor. Thucydides well documented the importance of coalitions as a source of strength, but 
also as a source of instability. 
 
“Lack of supreme authority governing all international affairs has always rendered states inherently 
insecure. If they dared not trust in the good intentions of others, they must make provisions for their 
own defense -- though these provisions IN TURN made others insecure. The significant of 
Thucydides from this perspective was that he demonstrated its timelessness.”  
 
Athens and Sparta had signed a peace treaty. “The Thirty Years Peace” agreement. It would come to 

be broken. 
 
 
Thucydides stated that what made the war between 
Sparta and Athens inevitable was the growth of Athenian 
power and the fear this stoked in Sparta. Athens greatly 
increased their power via alliances to quell a Persian 
threat.  But once that threat was dismantled, the 
Athenians maintained that power. Which was a threat to 
Sparta and their allies. Additionally, Athenians were 
pushing their cultural practices on different cities and 
countries who perceived this as a threat. 
 
This war was started due to PERCEIVED THREAT! 
 
The spartans were approached by one of their allies, 
Corinth, with a threat of their own, “If Sparta exhibited 
supine passivity, their allies would be put at risk and 

would then be driven in despair to some other alliance.”  
 
Once war was imminent -  Pericles did not believe Athens could defeat Sparta in all out war, and 
instead sought a stalemate. “His calculation was that Athens had the reserves to outlast Sparta even if 
the war dragged on for a number of years.,he sought victory through enemy exhaustion rather than 
annihilation.”  This was a big gamble, which did NOT pay off.   Athens went on to sustain regular 
attacks from Sparta which resulted in a loss of their crops and drained the treasury (could not 
purchase food from outside). Also left Athens looking helpless to other nations.  Citizens from 



smaller Delian alliance cities were displaced into Athens which became overcrowded and had a 
plaque outbreak.   
Pericles was removed from power and peace was offered to Sparta. Sparta would impose harsh terms 
and rule with an iron fist.  The Athenians crawled back to Percicles and begged him to lead again -- 
he accepted, caught the plague, and died from it.  
 
Now that Pericles was dead, Athens adopted a more AGGRESSIVE strategy, where Pericles was 
historically more passive, defensive, and diplomatic. Things would get even worse, they would be 
totally dominated and crushed by their opponents minus his leadership. 
 

Plato’s Strategic Coup 
 
Plato was an Athenian who came to 
fame in a dying Athens (ruled and 
dismantled by Sparta). He was the 
student of Socrates (who was put to 
death for his ideas).  In their day, some 
groups of philosophers were referred to 
as sophists.  They used their intellect 
and knack for persuasive argument as 
hired hands. 
“They were hired hands, traveling 
wordsmiths who sold their skills to the 
highest bidder without any view of 
right and wrong. They displayed an 
appalling capacity to defeat a just 
arguments by an unjust one and so use 
their cleverness to confuse ordinary 
people.” 
 
Plato drew a line and formed groups of 
those philosophers and thinkers 
seeking truth, and those who were 
basically conmen or non-serious 
thinkers. Plato saw philosophy as an 
exclusive vocation with pure objectives 

reserved only for the best thinkers; he believed that true philosophers were so superior that they 
should be nation rulers. 
 
Plato rose to great power and prominence in Athens - he did not do so accidentally and he did not do 
so without strategy. Went out to become known as the Father of Western Political Philosophy. He 
founded the Academy of Athens - one of the first institutions for higher learning in history. 



 
Though Plato seems to be an advocate for truth, in his words -- when it comes to his actions we see a 
glaring contradiction. Plato was a strong advocate for his idea of the Noble Lie, as was Socrates. 
“We want one single grand lie which will be believed by everybody -- including the rulers ideally…  
They essentially believed that a Noble Lie would guide the common man to ‘ideal choices and 
lifestyle’ because the common man was too ignorant, immoral, selfish to cope with truth and reason - 
so they needed a ‘myth or a lie’ to guide them to the path to true. Socrates in particular was not a fan 
of Democracy for this reason.  
“The noble lie was therefore one for good purpose...These must be lies that produce harmony and 
well-being...The noble lie is a white lie on a grand scale. Just as children might be tricked into taking 
medicines or soldiers encouraged into battle, so communities had to be educated into a belief in 
social harmony and a conviction that the existing order was natural.”  
 
Strategy is about conflict - not just between cities in battles and wars; but also between claims of 
words and the reality of deeds; between virtue of honesty and the expedience of deception. 
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